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Abstract
Community detection algorithms are used to uncover hidden 
properties of network. Existing methods of discovering community 
in online social network largely relies upon existing network 
topology for identifying community of users. With the immense 
of large number of users and multi type relationship between them, 
networks become larger and complex. Identifying user interest 
and based upon that identifying community of like minded users 
from such online social networks (e.g. Twitter, Facebook) becomes 
important for targeted advertising and friend recommendation. We 
propose a context aware community detection approach to identify 
users with similar topical interest. Initially topic modeling method 
is used to extract topic from textual content (e.g. messages) shared 
by user. Further users interested in similar topic are identified, 
relationship links between them is used to model network and 
finally community detection method is used to identify cluster of 
strongly connected users from the modeled network. 
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I. Introduction 
Social media networks such as microblogs and social networks 
(e.g. Twitter and Facebook) are provide interactive and cheaper 
way for user to share ideas, exchange information and stay 
connected with people. Ease in using social media applications 
on mobile devices achieves rapid growth in social media network 
users and leads to generate vast amount of user generated content. 
Statistical study of popularity of social media networks results 
in following facts:

People spend more time on social media network sites than 1. 
any other internet activity where many people remain engage 
with the Facebook and Twitter than any other social media 
network.
BI intelligence reported in August 2014 that there are near 2. 
about 100 million daily active users of Twitter who produce 
1, 40,000 tweets per second.

This large user base and their discussions produces huge amount 
of user generated data. Such social media data comprises rich 
source of information which is able to provide tremendous 
opportunities for companies to effectively reach out to a large 
number of audience.
Tracking the users topic of interest from available such huge 
source of information is challenging and very important task 
for targeting right audience in various domains e.g. Marketing, 
Politics etc. Also it is observed that [1] users which are connected 
to each other via relationship and interaction links in such social 
media network do not necessarily share specific interest. Thus for 
spreading right information to right audience it becomes important 
to identify group of users with common interest in such large 
network. Detecting community of such like minded people from 
large social media networks can provide benefits to applications 
in various domains and for suggesting like minded people to user 
which are still unknown to him/her.

Most of the current methods tackle the community detection 
problem considering user profile data (e.g. personal and interest 
information) and/or various types of links (e.g. relationship and 
interaction) present in underlying social network. Even though 
above sources of information helps to identify users with similar 
interest by applying vertex similarity and dense edge connectivity 
approach respectively, it ignores interest information available 
in the rich textual content e.g. wall/posts/messages, which is 
indicative of active and influential users. Excluding rich source 
of information from community detection process leads to ignore 
useful users essential for target advertising and friend suggestion 
[2]. 
Following this intuition, we propose topical context aware strong 
community detection system. Our method offers identification of 
set of like minded users with similar topical interest in Twitter 
social network. The high level goals of proposed system are:

Decide interest of user from textual contents (e.g. Tweet) • 
shared by him/her.
Identify set of users which are interested in same topic and • 
strongly connected through relationship links in Twitter social 
graph.

Very first goal of system is achieved by topic detection approach 
which extracts topics from tweets considering semantic relevance 
of tweet contents. It helps to identify various interests associated 
with individual user. Further similar topic interested users are 
identified and relationship (follower-followee) between them is 
used to decide strong community of users. For the same purpose 
community detection algorithm is used to identify clique from 
relationship network. Proposed approach provides intuitive way 
to answer two important questions (a) “what are people talking 
about” and (b) “with whom do people share interest”

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 covers related work in 
the field; Section 3 describes our methodology; Section 4 highlights 
dataset going to be used. In Section 5 in detail explanation of 
experimental results is provided and finally Section 6 summarizes 
and concludes the paper.

II Related Work
Processing network as graph facilitates the understanding and 
analysis of network structure, such as the identification of 
characteristics, influential nodes and the dynamics of networks. 
Sub graph discovery is one of the graph theoretic technique which 
helps to discover of hidden patterns of networks based on topology 
of network [3]. Discovering sub graph of vertices which share 
common properties is known as “Community Discovery”. 
Online social networks are studied in recent years due to availability 
of network information through provided APIs. Availability of 
information is varying from individual node information to whole 
network structure. Depend upon nature of social network, different 
type of information and methods are used for user interest and 
community detection. Very first approach to study of various 
methods to identify interest of user and Twitter network properties 
is carried out. Community detection process is carried out on social 
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graph of Twitter using local community based Clique Percolation 
algorithm. Java et al. [4] concludes that Twitter friendship links are 
either reciprocal or one way and friendship probability between 
two users is inversely proportional to the geographic location. 
After identification of community, keywords from tweet associated 
with users of community are extracted to determine topic of 
interest of community. 
Rather than deciding topic of interest from tweet contents, 
cardinality of user friendship links associated with particular user 
profile is considered for user interest detection in Michelson et 
al. [5] approach. Facebook post and Twitter comments of users 
made for chosen Facebook and Twitter profiles (e.g. sports, news, 
politics, business etc) are used for interest detection. Provided set 
of chosen Facebook & Twitter user profiles are transformed into 
matrix where matrix cell value denotes count of users which are 
interested in those profiles. Further undirected graph is generated 
for chosen Facebook profiles and Twitter profiles separately where 
edge weight is identified using Jaccard weighting index. Further 
improved version of global community based CNM algorithm 
is used to discover partitions from chosen set of Facebook and 
Twitter profiles. At the end users interested in those profiles of 
partitions are considered as community of users with similar 
interest. 
Lim et al. [6] proposes seed centric community detection algorithm 
for identifying users which having large no. of followers. As 
it is observed that seed users (user with no. of followers) are 
representative of category of user interest most of the time, those 
seed users are considered as topic of user interest. Set of candidate 
users are evaluated for no. of seed users which helps to identify 
users which are sharing no. of interest within them. Twitter social 
graph is further filtered which comprises only identified set of 
candidate users and existed link between them for generating 
friendship network. Finally local community detection based 
Clique Percolation Method is used to identify overlapping 
communities from Social graph. 
Correa et al. [7] proposes user network model which is form on the 
basis of interactions carried out between users of Twitter network. 
Author considers RT, @ mention links more effective than existed 
followership link due to consideration that interaction links are 
representative of active and real social relationship. Directed 
edges form between users with associated weights where weight is 
calculated on the basis of frequency of interaction. While selection 
of interaction links is depend upon topic word provided by user. 
Further generated graph is filtered by considering only strong 
links of graph whose weight is above predefined threshold value. 
Finally local community detection based modularity optimization 
algorithm is used to discover community from graph. 
Targeted advertisement on OSN (Online Social Network) initiates 
the need of mechanism to identify right audience for particular 
product. Considering this fact Lim et al. [2] provides solution for 
identifying group of people in OSN (Online Social Network) which 
are sharing common interest. Proposed methodology incorporates 
the use of tweet tags and follower relationship with celebrity to 
identify users with common interests. CICD(Common Interest 
Community Detection) method identify user with common interest 
by maintaining count of follower link from user to celebrities of 
pre decided category, while HICD (Highly Interactive Community 
Detection) comprise the use of tweet tag frequency to identify 
interactive users which are further considered are users with 
common interest. After identifying group of users with common 
interest graph based community detection method is used to 
classify users into respective community. For the same purpose 

Clique Percolation method is used which identifies such group 
of k-people which are densely connected to the each other using 
friendship link.
Above discussed approaches are mainly focuses on topology of 
social network. Steinhaeuser et al. [8] propose methodology which 
considers structural and attribute equivalence while calculating 
vertex similarity. Structural equivalence evaluated on the basis of 
degree of node, participation in triangle community and total no. 
of common neighborhoods while attribute equivalence is based on 
value of attributes. Evaluated score are assigned as edge weight. 
Comprising use of attribute information of node for deciding 
vertex similarity allows efficient detection of community with even 
available little information about topology. Predefined threshold 
value is used to define eligibility of edge in community. 
Xiao-Li Li et al. [9] proposes technique to detect community of 
people for future events based on available knowledge of previously 
attended events and topology of social network. Weighted graph 
is generated with inclusion of virtual links to depict relationship 
between people with similar interest but unknown to the each 
other. Vertex similarity approach is used to cluster event and to 
identify set of candidate people for new event. 
All of the above approaches make use of different network links 
available in Twitter network e.g. followee-followership links, RT 
& mention links etc. While user specific interest identification and 
further devising network model based on similarity of interest for 
community detection is first proposed by Natarajan et al. [10]. 
Author proposes Latent Dirichelt Allocation (LDA) [11] variant 
generative model for link prediction in social network which can 
remain helpful for identifying future friendship in social network. 
Unlike email network, link between users social network are not 
post level and most of the users shares content of known users 
are two main facts which leads to consider both link topology and 
tweet content to model friendship network. LDA technique is used 
to define Link Content model which predicts link between users 
with probability distribution which helps to identify large no. of 
communities for different topic and different set of users.

III. Methodology
Methodology is proposed for community detection of like minded 
users from Twitter social network. For the simplicity Twitter social 
network modeled as a directed graph, GT = (UT, LT) where UT 
refers to the set of users and LT refers to the set of relationship 
links. A relationship link defines user either as followee or as 
follower. Consider any two users i, j such that i, j ∈ UT. Then j 
is follower of i, if link (j, i) ∈ LT and it is also interpreted as i is 
followee for j. 
Any number of messages can be generated by user. Those 
messages are known as “Tweets” which can contain at most 140 
characters and identified by tweet id. Tweet contents include text, 
RT and mention tags, URL’s and emoticons. Each tweet at least 
associated with single user. Tweets are allowed to be shared by 
followers which lead to generate interaction links. Twitter provides 
API (Application Programming Interface) to collect all above 
mentioned data.

In proposed approach, our main goal is to identify topics from 
tweets and then discover strong community of users which are 
interested in (talking about) same topic. Fig. 1 shows general 
system architecture of the proposed system. Main phases of the 
context aware strong community detection system are explained 
in detail as follows:
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Fig. 1: System Architecture

A. Entity Recognition and Disambiguation
Based on semantic relevance between tweet contents, topics are 
extracted in this phase. TagMe API [12] is used for the same 
purpose which follows Wikipedia based topic modeling scheme. 
Provided individual tweet as input, it returns set of Wikipedia 
page titles as topics which are semantically relevant with the tweet 
contents. All such extracted topics are collected and maintained 
along with respective tweet ids.

B. Discussion Graph Generation
To represent relationship between users and topics identified in 
their tweets, we model “Discussion graph” [1]. “Discussion graph” 
G = (V, E) is a 3-partite graph. User ids along with associated tweet 
ids for which topics are identified are provided as input. 
The set of user id UD, tweet id TD and topic TPD are three disjoint 
sets forms vertices of graph G. Thus V = {UD, TD, TPD}. An edge 
e1 ∈ E1 connects user id u ∈ UD and tweet id t ∈ TD while an 
edge e2 ∈ E2 connects tweet id t ∈ T and topic tp ∈ Tp. Thus E= 
{E1, E2}. 
Process of generating “Discussion graph” is outlined in Algorithm 
1. Generated graph provides ease in identifying users interested 
in particular topic.

Fig. 2: Discussion Graph

Algorithm 1 Discussion graph generation
Input:           Twitter user id set VT, Tweet id set T, 
                      Topic set Tp 
Output:        Discussion graph G(V,E)
1.  Create and initialize set UD = ɸ, TD = ɸ, 
     TPD = TP, E1 = ɸ, E2 = ɸ
2.   for each tweet id t in T do
3.      for each topic tp in TPD do
4.         if tp ∈ Topic of Tweet(t) then
5.            if t ∉ TD then
6.                  TD ← TD ∪ {t}
7.            end if
8.         E2 ← addEdge(tp,t)
9.         end if
10.    end for
11.  end for
12.  for each user id u in VT do
13.     for each tweet id t in TD do
14.        if t ∈ TweetOfUser(u)then
15.           if u ∉ UD then
16.                 UD ← UD ∪ {u}
17.           end if
18.        E1 ← addEdge(u,t)
19.        end if
20.     end for
21.  end for
22.  V ← {UD, TD, TPD}
23.  E ← {E1, E2}
24.  return G(V,E)

C. Topic Interested Users Identification
“Discussion graph” is scanned for identification of users interested 
in particular topic. Tweet id node is only intermediate node between 
any user id and topic node. Thus upon scanning of tweet id nodes 
associated with source topic  node & user id nodes associate with 
identified tweet id nodes, scan quits and returns set of detected 
user ids as result. Procedure is outlined in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Topic interested user identification
Input:           Discussion graph G(V,E), Topic vertex tp
Output:        Set of User id Uid
1.   Create and initialize tweet id set Tid = ɸ and 
      user id set Uid = ɸ
2.   Tid ← adjacentVerticesOf(tp) 
                ⊲ Tid= {t | t ∈ TD and (tp, t) ∈ E2}
3.   for each t in Tid do
4.      for each u in UD do
5.         if t ∈ adjacentVerticesOf(u) then
6.               Uid ← Uid ∪ u 
                  ⊲ User id u ⇒ u ∈ UD and (u, t) ∈ E1
7.         end if
8.      end for
9.   end for
10. return Uid

D. Friendship Graph Generation
Twitter social network is directed graph where link may be 
unidirectional and/or bidirectional. Unidirectional link depicts 
weak relationship in such network which restricts information 
diffusion flow and may affect targeted advertising [6]. Considering 
this fact we model "Friendship Graph" where link between two 
users i, j exist if and only if bidirectional link exist between them in 
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Twitter social network. Process of "Friendship Graph " generation 
is given in Algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3 Friendship graph generation
Input:           Followee-Follower information set Fuser, 
                     User id set Uid
Output:        Friendship graph Gfr(Vfr, Efr)
1. Create and initialize set Vfr = Uid, Efr = ɸ
2. for each u in Uid do
3.    for each v in Uid – {u} do
4.       if v ∈ followerOf(u) and 
              v ∈ followeeOf(u)  then
5.             Efr ← addEdge(u,v)
6.       end if
7.    end for
8. end for
9. return Gfr

E. Community Detection
To detect community from "Friendship graph", CPM (Clique 
Percolation Method) algorithm [13] is used. The CPM algorithm 
is able identify overlapping communities in given network. It 
defines a community as one with a series of adjacent k-cliques, 
where a k-clique comprises k nodes that are connected to each 
other. It is a two step procedure as follows:

1. Detect all Cliques From Given Network
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [14] is used for identification of all 
cliques from graph. It is an iterative procedure which initiate with 
any randomly selected from vertex from graph and continues 
until processing last vertex. Once all cliques associated with the 
particular vertex are identified, vertex is eliminated from clique 
detection.

2. k-clique Overlap Detection
(i) m x m overlap matrix is generated where “m” denotes total 

no. of cliques identified. Cell [i, j] value in matrix contains 
common no. of vertices in clique “i” and “j”. 

(ii) Based upon value of “k”, cell values get updated according 
to following rule:
if [i, j] >= k then [i, j]=1• 
0 otherwise• 

(iii) Merge adjacent cliques with cell value equal to 1 and form 
overlapping community.

Using above approach community of strongly connected users 
which are interested in similar topic is identified.

IV. Dataset
The Twitter dataset collected by Tianyin Xu et al. [15] is used 
for our experimentations. This dataset was collected during 2008 
to 2010, comprising 30,000 Twitter users and tweets associated 
with them.

V. Result
Small sample of tweets from Feb. 1 to Feb. 7, 2010 e.g. at most 
10 tweets/users are considered for experimental evaluation. As 
per reported in [16] both types of posts e.g. tweets published by 
user and tweets received by user provides better results for user 
topic modelling. Considering stated facts both types of tweet(e.g. 
ReTweet and self tweet) are considered as valid for processing if 
it falls within given time duration.

Invalid tweets removal leads to elimination of 268 users due to 
no tweet received or published by corresponding users between 
decided time duration. Further compiled network is processed 
according to procedure given in section 3.3. Information about 
compiled network and no. of detected topics are listed in Table.

Table 1: Network Statistics
Parameter Value
Users 5300
Processed tweets 41124
Detected topics 16589

TagMe API accurately detects topics from most of the provided 
tweets. American football game Super Bowl XLIV, Haiti 
earthquake and Grammy award are the major trending topic in 
the first week of February 2010. Along with that most of the 
users use the services of different social media networks such 
as YouTube (Video sharing website),HootSuite (Social Network 
Integrator) and Foursquare (Local search and discovery mobile 
app) and mentions their respective URLs into their tweets. 
Experimentally evaluated results are shown in Figure 3. 
Observation of the above major topics and detected respective 
community reach to following conclusion:

Strong communities are detected for more specialised topic • 
rather than general topic.

Super Bowl XLIV topic is generally related with American 
football. Still community is not detected for American football 
topic.

Co-occurring topics overlap occurs for major topics for • 
specific time duration.

e.g. Massive earthquake at Haiti on 12 Jan 2010 remains influential 
topic on various social networking sites e.g. video sharing website 
YouTube which is also propagate through textual content on 
microblogging websites. 

Semantically relevant sub topic extraction leads to identify • 
more meaningful categorized communities.

Topic IPhone is co-occour with topic name IPad most of the time. 
Still community of strong users is detected only for topic “IPad”and 
not for “IPhone”. Such specific category wise community detection 
is helpful for targeting users of specific interest.

Table 2: Topics and corresponding co-occouring topics
No Topic Co-occurred topics

1 Youtube

Video, Uploading and downloading, 
Super Bowl, Kamen Rider Ryuki, List 
of Kamen Rider Ryuki characters, 
Grammy Award, Haiti

2 Super Bowl

Super Bowl Advertising, New Orleans 
Saints, Tackle (American Football), 
American football, Indianapolis Colts, 
National Football League

3 Hootsuite
Super Bowl, Haiti, IPad, Google, The 
Washington Post,
Shorty Awards

4 IPad Apple Inc., IPhone

5 Haiti
Everybody hurts, 2010 Haiti 
earthquake, The New York Times,So 
are the world 25 for Haiti
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Fig. 3: Total no. of Detected Communities Per Topic Along With 
k Size

VI. Conclusion
Methodology is proposed for discovering community of people 
with similar topic of interest. Content based user interest detection 
can help to identify individual’s topic of interest which is not 
always explicitly stated in user profile data. Also considering 
friendship link helps to identify more interactive users. Prior 
identification of users with similar interest and further applying 
community detection process reduces requirement of overall social 
network processing. Resulting communities would remain more 
beneficial for friend recommendation and targeted advertising. 
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